We calculate the photon dispersion relations generated by the quark loop in a quark-gluon plasma with the color A 0 background condensate
Introduction
Searching for new state of matter, quark-gluon plasma (QGP), is in the center of modern high energy physics. According to present day knowledge, it consists of quarks and gluons (or corresponding quasiparticles) deliberated from hadrons. As numerous calculations (analytic, numeric, lattice simulations, combined lattice and analytic) showed this state is not a free particle gas. The QGP background has a rather complicated structure, which is formed from a gluon field condensate, so-called A 0 condensate, and spontaneously created chromo-magnetic fields [14] . The appearance of these classical fields lowers the free energy of the plasma. This background, in particular, results in Z(3) center symmetry breaking at high temperature [1] . The deconfinement phase transition order parameter is Polyakov's loop [9] . It is the integral over temporal component of gluon field,
which equals zero in confining and nonzero in deconfining phases. Various aspects of the A 0 condensation are widely discussed in the literature (see review paper [3] ). The best developed part concerns the thermodynamical properties of QGP in this environment. Different models for the effective potential [12] , [4] , [5] , [13] , [10] were proposed. In particular, which is important for us here, the temperature interval where the presence of the A 0 condensate is dominant, has been estimated to be T ∼ T d −2.5T d , where T d is deconfinement temperature [11] . At higher temperatures, the gluon quasiparticle contributions are more significant. The spectra of gluons in the A 0 background have also been calculated [7] . It was discovered, in particular, that either transversal or longitudinal modes are excited. The later ones resemble plasmons in QED plasma.
In what follows, we restrict ourselves to this interval of temperatures. Here, if necessary, the magnetic fields could be accounted for in perturbation theory.
Another important aspect of the A 0 condensate is related to the propagation and scattering processes of different particles which result in new type phenomena. These may serve as signals of the QGP creation. Scattering on the A 0 condensate as a classical external field may result in C-parity violating processes [2] and others.
On the other hand, Polyakov's loop is an extended object which is not a solution to local field equations. So, the profile of the A 0 configuration is not specified and could be any, in general. In such a situation, below we consider the configuration with a constant potential, A 0 = const. It is a solution of the local field equations and can be derived from an effective two-loop potential [1] , or by using other field theoretic methods (see [3] ). Its relation to Polyakov's loop is obvious. In fact, it is a good approximation for studying different processes in QGP.
In the present paper, we calculate and investigate the dispersion relations for photon in QGP in a A 0 = const background. These calculations are similar to that in [7] and fill a gap in the literature. They are also important for the phenomenology of QGP since for the detection of the plasma state we have to look for related photon modes which could exist in both the plasma and the vacuum. The quarks carry both electric and color charges and the quark loops modify the photon spectra in dependence on the color background.
The paper is organized as follows. In next section we give necessary information on quark interactions in the A 0 background and the notations used. In sect. 3 the one-loop photon polarization tensor (PT) is calculated. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to photon dispersion relations in the high temperature approximation and for intermediate temperatures, correspondingly. Conclusions and discussion are given in the last section. Throughout the paper we use units with = c = k B = 1.
Lagrangian and basic formulas
We consider the color background field described by the potential B c µ = δ µ4 (A c3 0 + A c8 0 ) = const. Euclidean space-time is used. The Lagrangian describing interactions of quarks with electromagnetic and gluon fields reads
The matrix condensed notations are introduced. The two expressions describing electromagnetic and strong interactions are joined in (2):
The matrix of electromagnetic interactions has the form
and the one describing strong interactions is
where the color matrix is Q ij µ = (λ a ) ij 2 Q a µ and λ a -Gell-Mann matrixes, A µ and Q µ denotes potential of electromagnetic and gluon field, correspondingly. In (4), (5) we marked color by Latins i, j,... = 1, 2, 3. The mass matrix is also flavor dependent: m = m f δ f f . The quark wave function can be taken in the form ([ψ)
). In the expressions (4) and (5), in one matrix either the flavor or the color variables are joined. We note that a specific flavor has the corresponding electric charge. In units of proton charge we have e f = |e|r f and the number r f corresponds to this flavor. For example, for u-quark r u = 2/3, for d quark r d = −1/3, for s-quark r s = −1/3, etc. The electromagnetic field feels the flavor parameter e r of a quark whereas the gluon feels color (strong) charge g. In terms of these objects all the calculations can be carried out. Below we restrict ourselves to three light quarks, only.
As we see from Eq.(4), electromagnetic interaction is diagonal with respect to color and flavor variables. To account for the background color fields we take into consideration the structure of the λ a matrixes. In QCD the A 0 was calculated already by analytic methods of field theory in either gluon or quark sector (see [3] ). In these cases, two background fields could be generated -A 3 0 and A 8 0 , correspondingly to the diagonal generators
The background fields B c µ = δ µ0 (δ c3 A 3 0 + δ c8 A 8 0 ) belong to the gauge group center:
β = 1/T , T is temperature.
In [15] - [16] it was obtained that in two-loop approximation the condensed fields are:
ξ is gauge fixing parameter. We have to expect that A 8 0 = 0 in general. It can happen in higher orders in loop expansion. It is also important that the value of the created field does not depend on the quark mass.
For our problem with photon PT, the actual values of the background fields are not very essential and so we consider two scenarios: 1) The situation happening in the case of (8); 2) the case B 3 0 , B 8 0 = 0. Since the latter case is more general, we continue for this one. Let us take into account the light quark flavors:
). e is proton electric charge. Accounting for the matrix structure of the generators T 3 , T 8 (6), we have to put the background fields for quark flavors:
, m s for s-quark. These have to be multiplied by the coupling g in the covariant derivatives. Now, we turn to calculation of one-loop photon PT at these background at high temperature T > T d . Standard imaginary time formalism is used. In this formulation, the fermion propagator at A 0 background has a fourth momentum component p 4 = 2πT l − A 0 with half-integer l. In what follows the notations will be used: p µ = (p 4 , p) µ and p is p µ written without index, p is spatial part and p = |p|. The same conventions are used for k.
Photon polarization tensor
We start from the Schwinger-Dyson equation for the photon propagator (PT),
where D (0) −1 µν is inverse free field propagator. The photon PT accounting for a one flavor is given by
where the minus sign is from the Fermion loop and e = e f is the electric charge. In the following we drop the index 'f ' and the sum over 'f '. In the second line we defined
for the polynomial in the numerator. Carrying out the trace (it is Euclidean) we get
Below we need the combinations
We divide the expression (9) for the polarization tensor into vacuum and temperature parts,
The vacuum part has the simple tensor structure
and the representation in terms of a parametric integration of Π(k 2 ) is
In the temperature dependent part we use the following formula. Let
be the analytic expression for a one-loop graph with two lines and Z(p 4 , p) µν be the polynomial in the numerator, where we explicitly indicated its dependence on the integration momenta. Then
,
and
is the combination with the Boltzmann factor for fermions. The notation +c.c. prescribes to add the complex conjugated of the term given in the bracket. The background field A 0 appears only in the Boltzmann factors. In the following, the antisymmetric combinations, i.e., the second term in the square bracket in (18), will disappear after taking the angular integrations. We mention that these formulas are formally the same as for the QED in a dense medium with the substitution µ → iA 0 for the chemical potential. In case of A 0 -condensate, however, ∆ T Π µν (k) is a periodic function of A 0 with period 2πT . Applying (18) to our expressions (13) we note the substitutions
and get from (10) and (13) ∆ T Π 44 = 4e
In these formulas the angular integration can be carried out using known formulas (see, e.g., [6] )
with the angle θ between the vectors p and k such that pk = pk cos(θ) holds and the notations
were introduced. We mention that the above expressions were initially defined for real k 4 and allow for direct continuation to real frequencies, k 4 → −iω. Using with (19) the relation
after angular integration by means of (23) the expressions (22) turn into
with
where we also displayed the expressions for the combination A = 1 2 Π µµ − k 2 2k 2 Π 44 , which will appear below for the transversal mode.
Further we have to consider the tensor structures. We use the following notations,
for the two independent tensor structures which we have at finite temperature. The polarization tensor has the decomposition
With these notations and the free inverse photon propagator,
one has the (also well known) formula
whose poles determine the spectrum. The excitations which go with A µν are transversal (there are two of them with equal spectrum) and that going with B µν are longitudinal. Splitting the vacuum part of the polarization tensor according to (29), we get from (15) and (28) Π vac.
and together with (30) we arrive at
Finally, from (32) the dispersion equations
follow.
Spectra at high temperature
In this section we consider the spectrum in leading order for T → ∞. In this case expressions significantly simplify. First of all, since the temperature dependent part of the polarization tensor is of order T 2 (see below), the vacuum part is subleading. In the temperature dependent part, the leading order comes from the expansions of M 44 and M A , (24), for p → ∞,
+ . . . , with M lead. 44
which can be also represented using the function (eq. (2.2.3) in [6] )
as M lead. 44
The last formulas give at once the analytic continuation to ω > k. After this expansion, the integrals over p in (23) can be carried out and we arrive at
+ . . . ,
where we defined
which is the remaining integration over p and involved the Boltzmann factors defined in (20). In the right side is the expansion for large T assuming m and A 0 are of order T . In case m = 0 and arbitrary A 0 we get for large T
which is a periodic function of A 0 and takes also negative values. Turning in the dispersion equations (35) to real frequency we get for T → ∞ the equations
These equations have a scale invariance. We define (45)).
and the equations turn intoω
We denote the solutions of these two equations byω T (k) andω L (k). Their expansions for small k can be obtained by iteration and readω
The behavior for largek isω
The inequalityk <ω L <ω T holds. It must be mentioned that the expansions for k → ∞ are valid for the solutions of the equations (42), but not for the equations (35) since in this section we assume T to be the largest quantity. We mention that up to notations these formulas are in agreement with those in [8] , which were derived for QED in a dense medium.
Restoring the dependence on Λ using (40) and denoting the solutions of (39) by ω T,L (k) we arrive at
These functions are shown in Fig. 1 for several values of Λ, (40). As can be seen, the condensate A 0 lowers the photon frequency. The gap in both spectra is 2 3 Λ. In the given high-T approximation both spectra are stable (an imaginary part appears only in next-to-leading order). Fig. 2 shows the deviations of the solutions from the line ω = k.
Imaginary part at high temperature
As seen from the solution shown in Fig. 1 and from the equations (42), there is no imaginary part to order T 2 . Thus we consider the next order, i.e., the order T , where an imaginary part may appear. We put m = 0 for simplifying expressions. In order to derive these we return to eqs. (26) and consider the continuation k 4 → −i(ω + i0). We represent (27) in the form
where
Further we need the imaginary parts of ln(a) and ln(b). For that we return to (24) and represent
Starting point for the analytic continuation in (50) is eq. (23), where for p → ∞ and ω > k we have ln(a) 0 and ln(b) 2 ln ω−k ω+k which is real. Starting from here, the continuation is done with (ω) > 0 and results in, for ω < k,
and for ω > k,
We insert these and (48) into (26) and get for the imaginary parts, for ω < k,
These expressions behave very differently for the regions with frequency above k and below. First we discuss the behavior for ω > k, which is the region where we found the solutions shown in Fig. 1 . To calculate the imaginary parts for high temperature we expand the function n s , (20),
This expansion can be inserted into (54) since the integration region is finite. From (54) we get
These formulas demonstrate that the imaginary part on the solutions (47) is of order T , i.e., is of subleading order.
As concerns the region with ω < k, as seen from eq. (53), we have contributions where the integration over p goes up to infinity. Here we cannot use the expansion (55). Instead we have to do the substitution p → T p and must expand the factors in the parenthesis in the integrand for large argument in the same manner as we did in section 4. As a result we get contributions of order T 2 , which is in agreement with the imaginary part which we would get in (36) for ω > k (see Eq. (37)). However, this is not the region where we have the solutions of the dispersion relations and thus this region is not physical.
Spectra at finite temperature
In this section we discuss some topics related to the spectra at finite temperature. This means, we do not make the approximation resulting in (38). First of all we have to consider the vacuum contribution (15) . We rewrite the first equation (35) with k 4 = −iω, The function Π(k 2 ) can be easily plotted, see Fig. 3 . It is seen that it is a quite small quantity (unless the coupling is extremely large). For large k it has the behavior Π ∼ − 1 24π 2 ln(k), thus 1−Π(k 2 ) does not change sign and we can divide by this factor. In general, it is useful to remember that without temperature contributions, the only solution is ω = k as it must be. Thus our equation is
and the solutions are similar to those in the high temperature case unless the temperature goes below m, where ∆ T A becomes exponentially small and we are left with the vacuum case.
It is also interesting to consider the fate of the longitudinal solution for finite T . From eq. (35) by the same reasons as above we have
The right side of this equation can be plotted and it has, as function of ω, a maximum at ω = k, see Fig. 4 . The height of this maximum is given by
(the vacuum part does not contribute). This quantity is small for small T and growing with T . The critical temperature is reached for
Below this temperature there is no longitudinal solution, see right panel in Fig. 4 .
In the left panel of Fig. 4 it is seen that there are two solutions above the critical temperature. The right one has ω > k and it is that which was discussed above. The other solution, for ω < k, has an imaginary part and is not stable. Its existence was shortly mentioned in [8] (after eq.(25)).
Conclusions and discussion
In two previous sections, we investigated in details the photon spectra in QGP with accounting for the presence of the background A 0 fields, which are the unavoidable constituents of the plasma. The condensate lowers a free energy and removes a fictitious pole in the gluon spectra [7] , [3] . Such a vacuum is a good approximation for studying photon modes which have to exist in plasma and radiate from it. The standard methods of field theory at finite temperature were used.
As we have seen, formally the presence of the A 0 background looks like an imaginary chemical potential µ f = igB f , f = u, d, s. Hence, the photon plasma in QCD can be presented as the set of QED plasma constituents with different µ f . This simple picture is qualitatively useful for either description of the plasma properties or understanding the differences existing between these two states of hot matter.
First worth mentioning is that chemical potential in QED is the difference between the number of electrons and positrons. In QCD, we have µ f for quarks, only.
Next, we have investigated the main sector of the center Z(3) for SU(3) color group. The presence of the A 0 background breaks this symmetry. The other five vacua have the same energy and can be obtained by rotation on the angle π/3 in the color space.
It was shown that both, the transversal and the longitudinal photon modes, exist in the plasma. These spectra were investigated in Sect. 4 in high temperature approximation and for intermediate temperatures in Sect. 5. It was discovered that the A 0 condensate enters the scaling Λ factor Eq. (40) with negative sign that lowers the photon frequency. There exist a threshold for frequency and modes with lower frequencies cannot propagate in the plasma. The u-quark contribution is dominant due to the electric charge factor e 2 f . This kind of behavior is opposite to QED, where chemical potential µ has positive sign and the frequency increases (compare to the zero potential case). Other point is that there are no imaginary part in the PT in high temperature approximation. The spectrum is stable. The imaginary part (and instability) appears in next-to-leading order. This is similar to the QED case.
In reality, A 0 background is not an arbitrary parameter. It has the order A 0 ∼ gT as typical quantities in temperature field theory. So, we can see that the numerical values of the A 0 dependent parameters are not much changed compare to the zero condensate case. But this is important for applications because transversal photons coming out from the plasma with the condensate are stable objects, which could be put in one to one correspondence with the vacuum photons (and wise versa). The existence of the threshold for generation of longitudinal photon modes and its dependence on the A 0 is also important. It gives a scale for corresponding processes in the plasma.
